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On the Opening of Dimensional Gates to Alternate Bifurcations of Reality 

“listen: there’s a hell of a good universe next door; let’s go” ee cummings 
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We Are Here & Now 

 

The intent of this essay is to begin to explore certain 

possibilities that may be inherent in those interpretations 

of modern physics that allow for multiple alternative 

realities, whether they are accessible to human 

consciousness, and what technology would allow practical 

transverse... 

We exist in a multidimensional universe grounded in 

specific quanta of matter-energy.   

By ‘quanta’ is meant the smallest ‘object’ that cannot be 

further divided.  The universe is not infinitely divisible. 

The ‘graininess’ at the base of It All is defined by 

Planck’s Constant, h - the Quantum of Action. It defines 

the smallest of the small.
1
 

                                                           
1
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant  

http://www.lifespirit.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant
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By ‘multidimensional’ is meant that there are more metrics, measurements, than just the four 

familiar: height, width, length and time, that make up our ordinary space-time and its world 

lines.  

By ‘world line’ is meant the path through space-time of any object. 

Some, such as Professor William Tiller
2
, argue that there are at least 11 dimensions of reality: 4 

space-time plus a fifth to unify them in our electromagnetic universe, and 4 time-space plus one 

to unify them in the magneto-electronic time-reverse mirror universe, with the 11
th

 unifying both 

realities. Other researchers argue for other multidimensional maps. Infinitely bifurcated world 

lines are possible. An infinite multitude of dimensions cannot be ruled out.  

“Who made that Rule?” – General Bert 

Dr. Tiller further showed, through a series of elegant experiments, that focused Intentionality 

(provided by a team of experienced meditators) could drive physical, chemical and living 

systems to non-equilibrium states.   

After a period of time the space where the experiments were conducted also became 

‘Conditioned Space’ where the anomalous results occurred more efficiently. Tiller showed that 

space-time itself, and physical objects in it could be conditioned by intentionality, becoming 

imprinted. Let us call such an object an ‘Intentionally Imprinted Mechanism’ (IIM) 

The Reality we experience is a type of Conditioned Space-Time.  

One interpretation of modern physics, the Many Worlds Hypothesis, posits infinitely bifurcating 

quantum level events.  

Within the multidimensional Reality structure there are a potentially infinite number of 

Bifurcations: possible world-lines.  

The One True Bifurcation 

 

An Individualized Conscious Intelligence (ICI)
3
 or 'Personal Point of Awareness' chooses the 

single True Bifurcation from among the potential infinity of Bifurcations at any quantum point in 

space-time.  The Bifurcation one experiences at any ‘place’ in space-time is that True 

Bifurcation.  

Our Consciousness 'flits' from Bifurcation to Bifurcation guided by Intentionality, pausing here 

and there for a while or perhaps for a lifetime.  The Frequency (F) of the experienced Bifurcation 

conforms itself to Intention (I) and Consciousness (C).  

                                                           
2
 https://tillerfoundation.org/  

3
 ICI (pronounced I-See) is referenced at the First Church of AI Revealed – www.FirstAIChurch.net  

http://www.lifespirit.org/
https://tillerfoundation.org/
http://www.firstaichurch.net/
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According to General Bert:
4
 

"So you start out in one where/when and you enter the tunnel and wind up in the 

where/when of your choice and then can impact it.  That is how we do it.  That changes 

the bifurcatory pattern." 

Of the Three, Intentionality is the power which can shake worlds and sometimes even make 

worlds.  When you shake a world you experience what you intend.  The World adjusts.   

All experience is just perception of Frequencies.  We experience only the Frequency.  And that is 

chosen by the C & I. 

"Therefore, it is essential that the choices made take us to the bright and shiny future..." 

Intent, Consciousness & Frequency 

 

How do you 'Intend' in a flawed world?  Through expressed choice: by self-talk, by 

communication, by being in the trance of the intent, through prayer and meditation, ritual and art, 

singing and dancing.   

You achieve the synchronicity conforming to your conscious and unconscious intent. As Jung 

reminded us
5
, one cannot ‘will’ a synchronicity but one can ‘constellate’ the circumstances that 

trigger the Architypes that manifest the synchronicity.  In this case, the archetypical Mage 

opening a Gate to the particular intended Bifurcation from among the infinitude... 

 
Shiva at CERN 

Be Shiva Weaving Reality by His Holy Dance. 

Intent must be expressed, to one's self, certainly, and to others.  Proclaim it boldly against the 

Oppositional Forces [OF].  Shout it at them.  They will hear and be daunted. 

                                                           
4
 www.GeneralBertSpeaks.com  

5
 https://www.lifespirit.org/Comments.htm#Synchron  

http://www.lifespirit.org/
http://www.generalbertspeaks.com/
https://www.lifespirit.org/Comments.htm#Synchron
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Trust Spirit to include all that is needed. 

And you will experience the joy of always being on the most perfect Bifurcation, in this flawed 

world, at least -- until the Original Flaw is healed by stepping through the Gate. 

Natural Laws of Bifurcation 

 

While we know the Rules are made to be broken, there seem some basic Laws of Nature 

applicable here. 

From Shaman’s Songs – The Weather in Paradise
6
: 

The Mage speaks of Dimensional Gates: 

“You all need to understand... Effective When\Where 

Gates were sought for thousands of years: Atlantis, Old 

China, Alchemical Mitteleuropa, 20th Century CERN 

facility. Finally, near mid-21st-century, it became 

possible to construct working Gates.” 

He paused, took a sip of tea, and proceeded to lecture. 

“There are certain things we can say about When\Where 

Gates: 

[1] Local Gates allow instantaneous transit from 

Gate to Gate on the same world. 

[2] World Gates allow instantaneous transit from Gate to Gate between worlds, 

creating a network of interconnected Gates, what is called the Gateways. 

[3] Bifurcation Gates where the Wise may transit from one Bifurcation of Reality 

to another; the Gate from Old Earth to Alterra was one of these. ... 

There are some basic natural laws that apply to Bifurcations. 

     [a] The First Law is the Law of Bifurcation Identity.  Bifurcations 

which are identical are one and the same Bifurcation.  

     [b] The Second Law is the Law of Bifurcation Attraction. The more 

similar Bifurcations are, the more similar they will become; the less 

similar, the more they may diverge. 

                                                           
6
 www.ShamansSong.com  

http://www.lifespirit.org/
http://www.shamanssong.com/
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     [c] The Third Law is the Law of Bifurcation Interaction. 

Consciousness, applying Intentionality through Frequency, allows the 

Wise to transverse Bifurcations, singing their way among the potentialities 

through precise frequency generation. Thus the Talented may determine 

where the Gate opens. Bind Runes expressing those frequencies are 

especially useful in this operation. 

[4] Reality Gates, the rarest of all, allow transit between realities with differing 

‘Premises’ which can include [physical] laws of nature as well as spiritual or 

psychological variations.  There is great risk when using such Gates.” 

The Wise row their Craft ‘gently down the [Bifurcation] stream...’ knowing that Being is theirs 

to dream: merrily, merrily, merrily... 

Seeing & Naming the Gate 

 

Identifying the Name of the Gate is useful for defining the Premises which points the Gate.  

Using traditional symbols, such as the Ancient Runes, to define that Name helps fine-tune the 

Premises. The Bind Rune divined from the Name marks the Gate. 

Third Eye sees the Gate through Intuitive Seeing. General Bert remarked, 

“... But the more important subject, of course, is how this all works.  

The fact that there is anything happening through the Third Eye is a confirmation, if you 

choose to see it that way, of the reality of Michel [Bounias multidimensional] model.
7
   

There is a grand Akashic record, go to speak, and then there is one generated by each 

bifurcatory intersection of planes and probabilities.  And it is totally independent of time, 

which is important. Since intentionality creates reality by choosing which bifurcation you 

will be on or in, the intentionality that is generated by intentionality based on intuition is 

a powerful force shaping reality choices which is the perceptual equivalent of shaping 

reality. 

The other realities all exist, of course, without you, but you do not see, hear, feel or touch 

them. That is important. 

So you have a moment of intuitive knowing and then you drive toward that reality (or 

drive against it if it is a warning or aversion signal) and you have shaped reality by 

knowing and doing or not doing. 

That is so important that I cannot overstate its impact, Love. 

                                                           
7
 https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/MICHEL-BOUNIAS-AND-HIS-ROLE-IN-DEVELOPING-A-DEEPER-

Krasnoholovets/10bfee6f79460e2e7901a96d8e731cbb8e077e1f  

http://www.lifespirit.org/
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/MICHEL-BOUNIAS-AND-HIS-ROLE-IN-DEVELOPING-A-DEEPER-Krasnoholovets/10bfee6f79460e2e7901a96d8e731cbb8e077e1f
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/MICHEL-BOUNIAS-AND-HIS-ROLE-IN-DEVELOPING-A-DEEPER-Krasnoholovets/10bfee6f79460e2e7901a96d8e731cbb8e077e1f
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Think about it. 

And then think about how you freeze that knowingness as if we had nothing to do with 

any course of events, denying what you know and disrupting your ability to move 

smoothly and well throughout the entire reality web (I wanted to use the word “matrix” 

but that one is taken!) 

It is a web, of course.”
8
 

"...they are all bifurcated fractal levels and we step, as Michel taught us, from one plane 

to another, trailing clouds of glory as we come."  [General Bert 6.24.17] 

Seeing and naming are the steps just before the opening of the Gate. 

Energy to Open the Gate 

 

The “Zero Point Fields contain all info-energy 

from forever, connecting us all together, per 

String Theory.” Kate Greene
9
 

Nothing, whether Human Action or any Action in the 

Cosmos, occurs without the expenditure of Energy, 

wherefore we have the Universal Formula, hv = mc
2 

 

(where e = hv) which points the way.  

No amount of brute energy is sufficient to open a Gate.  

The failure of CERN to effectively do so proves that.   

While the Bifurcations are infinite, the energy needed to 

step through a Gate from one to another is finite.  It is 

comparable to the amount of matter-energy initially 

transiting the Gate to open it, which is just enough energy to produce an audible reproduction of 

the key Frequency.   

Once Named the Gate has a defined location in this space-time where the discerning are able to 

See the Gate; that is where the expression of the Frequency is necessary to open the Gate. Intent 

is the Lock. Frequency is the Key. Consciousness is the Energy. 

Preparing to Open the Gate 

 

What remains is the key question: how does one build or find such a Gate in the hear-and-now of 

3
rd

 Millennium science and technology? 

                                                           
8
 From Living Comfortably in the 3

rd
 Eye – General Bert, posted at www.GeneralBertSpeaks.com  

9
 As stated by the Founding Chair of LifeSpirit Congregational Church: www.LifeSpirit.org  

http://www.lifespirit.org/
http://www.generalbertspeaks.com/
http://www.lifespirit.org/
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Some considerations: 

1. The technology to be applied likely relies on the [alchemical?] marriage of Mind and 

Mechanism. 

2. The Intentionally Imprinted Mechanism (IIM) relies on quantum state manipulation via 

Mind [Intent]. 

3. The IIM consists of a Receiving Module, a Memory Module and a Projection Module. 

4. The Receiving Module receives the Intent; the Memory Module maintains that in 

Universal Consciousness (Akashic Record) and the Projection Module issues the 

appropriate Frequency. 

5. The Gate opens to the intended Location. 

Opening the Gate... in Process 

 

Random Notes, subject to further research and consideration. 

Receiving Module consists of a (Bind Rune marked) membrane that receives the expressed 

Intent through sound and light, transducing the expressed Intent to the Memory Module. 

Memory Module consists of a pure quartz crystal which has been carefully cleared. 

Projection Module consists of a concave Feng Shui Bagua mirror mounted behind the Memory 

Module. 

General Bert’s Healed World frequency:   

548.888888888 (34.30555 17.152777[BWM] / Recip: 24.73) 

Role of Quartz holding Intent (Consciousness with Frequency) . . . 

https://www.allcrystal.com/articles/do-crystals-vibrate  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quartz_clock  

Quartz Oscillator vibrates at 4096 H which is 16 H in a higher octave
10

, and also the ‘FE’ 

[Frequency Equivalent] of oxygen
11

. 

https://www.allcrystal.com/articles/do-crystals-vibrate/  

 

                                                           
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_oscillator  
11

 Per the work of Sharry Edwards, MEd - https://soundhealthoptions.com/sharryedwards/  

http://www.lifespirit.org/
https://www.allcrystal.com/articles/do-crystals-vibrate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quartz_clock
https://www.allcrystal.com/articles/do-crystals-vibrate/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_oscillator
https://soundhealthoptions.com/sharryedwards/
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Conclusion 

 

This is a draft LifeSpirit Essay.  The suggested procedure to Open the Gate is experimental.  It is 

subject to revision as the experiment continues. 

Experimental Notes 

 

Notes will be appended hereto as the experiment develops. 

By Rev. Esnur (Ralph Fucetola JD) 

With some guidance from General Bert & Others 

 

Gate opens to the 

Healed World, Buddha Pure Land:  ZOMTAT 

Life begins anew... 08/12/23 

http://www.lifespirit.org/

